
AWAKENING ESSAY SYMBOLISM

Free Essay: Symbolism in Kate Chopin's The Awakening Chopin's The Awakening is full of symbolism. Rather than hit
the reader on the head with blunt.. .

The voice of the sea speaks to the soul. He compares many issues that Siddhartha faces to everyday objects
and forces, making the novel easier to understand. As Edna awakens to her selfhood and sensuality, she also
awakens to art. Edna's search for independence and a way to stray from society's rules and ways of life is
depicted through symbolism with birds, clothing, and Edna's process of learning to swim Chopin addresses
psychological issues that must have been difficult for people of the late nineteenth century to grasp. Pssstâ€¦
we can write an original essay just for you. Siddhartha was very intelligent, but wanted to learn more. While
Edna did not want to care for her children any longer, she still loved them and would sacrifice her life for
theirs. They are signifiers of expressiveness. The story is based on the 19th century woman. The lover, who
she met during her vacation at Grand Isle, told her that he loves her and he wants to marry her. Edna is once
again awakened through the sea when she discovers her new found talent of swimming. The touch of the sea is
sensuous, enfolding the body in its soft, close embrace. Symbolism, the interpretation of Edna's suicide, and
awakenings play important roles in the analysis of all critics. In the story we can see how Chopin uses style,
tone and content to make the reader understand how it was for a person challenging many of the beliefs of the
society at the beginning of the twentieth century. In doing so she did not just give an abstract name to her
work, but she chose a title with meaning and symbolism. At some point, almost everyone struggles with
knowing or not knowing their purpose in life, and therefore it seems, that on some level, most who read the
story about Edna Pontellier can relate to her in some way The novel "The Awakening" was written at the end
of the nineteenth century which was fundamentally characterized by change. The people of that era were not
ready to admit or accept the simple but hidden feelings of intimacy or sexuality and the true nature of
womanhood Birds, clothes, houses and other narrative elements are powerful symbols which add meaning to
the novel and to the characters. Unlike the other women of Victorian society, Edna is unwilling to suppress her
personal identity and desires for the benefit of her family. One constant and re-emerging symbol is the sea. I
believe there are many points in the story that can be considered to be very relevant to the time it was written,
expressing ideas of the approaching feminist movement and building up an awareness of what was happening
to women and the forthcoming feminist movement The protagonist, Edna Pontellier, wants that freedom, and
with images of the sea, Chopin shows Edna's awakening desire to be free and her ultimate achievement of that
freedom The organization made the shoreline of the woman falling asleep more realistic The main topics of
the romantic era, which shape her worldview is shown throughout the book is nature, rebellion and escape as
shown in the lecture by Dr Remember: This is just a sample from a fellow student. In the beginning of the
novel, Edna is misunderstood and caged, depicted as a parrot. Symbols add meaning and depth to the text.
Firstly, Fingers as signifiers. At the time, it was "a world that values only her performance as a mother, whose
highest expectations for women are self sacrifice and self-effacement. West egg, where Nick lives is the place
of newly rich people, people who have worked hard and earned their money in a short time. Just as Edna died
a premature death, Chopin's book died too. The films very first image is a point-of-view shot looking through
Ada's fingers as if they frame her world.


